












 

 

Date: 13 Shvat, 5763               Case no. 3452/02 

January 16, 2003 

 

 Verdict 
 

On the basis of his admission of guilt, we convict the defendant for the crimes imputed to him in the revised 

indictment. 

 

Handed down and published today, January 16, 2003, in open court and in the presence of the parties. 

 

            [signature] 

 Judge    Presiding Judge    Judge 

 

Prosecutor: No evidence in support of sentencing.  

 

Defense counsel: No evidence in support of sentencing. 

 

Prosecutor’s summary: Prosecution requests to impose 15 sentences of life imprisonment upon the defendant 

owing to the murders of 15 civilians in an attack on the Sbarro restaurant in Jerusalem on August 9, 2001. 

Likewise the military prosecution requests to impose consecutive sentences on the defendant owing to the other 

crimes ascribed to him in the indictment. The defendant before us was a student at Birzeit University, and led a 

normal lifestyle until he decided to join Hamas. Bilal started out in the student branch of Hamas, the al-Kutla al-

Islamiya, whereas Muhammad enlisted directly in the military wing of Hamas. From the beginning of his activity 

in Hamas, the defendant made it his goal to attack as many Israeli citizens as possible. The defendant worked to 

execute deadly attacks within the State of Israel. The first attack that he successfully conducted was placing a 

booby-trapped beer can in a supermarket in Jerusalem. The results of this attack did not satisfy the defendant, since 

the explosion of the can did not cause loss of life. Then he worked diligently and in the end succeeded in carrying 

out a deadly attack which is engraved in everyone’s memory, an attack that occurred in a restaurant crowded with 

people, with women and children, on a Thursday afternoon. As a result of the detonation of an explosive device 

carried on the person of a suicide bomber, 15 innocent civilians lost their lives, including women and small 

children. As the Court may determine by reading the list of names in the indictment, [the victims] included several 

members of a single family. The defendant was responsible for the execution of this attack, for manufacturing the 

explosive device, and for sending forth the suicide bomber. To our great sorrow, recently we are seeing events of 

this sort. Each time, every regular citizen is shocked when he hears on the news about another horrific bombing 

attack carried out in the midst of a city in the State of Israel. By contrast, not only is the defendant not shocked, he 

is in fact the one responsible for the deep shock suffered by every normal person. The question must be asked here, 

what can the Court do in a case where a man appears before it who deliberately caused another man’s death? 

Legislators offer the answer by declaring the punishment that may be inflicted. But legislators have no answer 

what should be done when with a single act a man causes the deaths of many others. The answer is found in the 

decision of other courts in Israel and in that of this court. The Military Prosecution asks that for each person 

murdered a separate sentence of life imprisonment be imposed. The Supreme Court of the State of Israel, in the 

case of Yigal Amir, decided that the level of indifference that was displayed by the appellant towards human life 

requires consecutive sentencing (ref. is to Criminal Appeal 3126/96). In a different matter, the case of Shachar 

Hadad, Judge Kedmi ruled that protecting the sanctity of life, including the inculcation of this sanctity in every 

mind, is the chief object of punishment whenever the taking of human life is the subject (ref. to Criminal Appeal 

4419/99). In the criminal appeal of Nidam Zalum, the court considered the same question. Judge Shamgar decided 

that every separate conviction was the man’s own responsibility,  
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and furthermore, it is only just and right that the taking of a human life ought to be distinguished expressly and 

uniquely during the conviction process. Imposing consecutive prison sentences for several acts of murder, even 

those done in a single continuum, is inherently a diminution of the horror of the malicious and deliberate murder of 

a series of people. It is essential for our basic belief about the value of human life to be expressed in the judgment 

of separate and several acts of murder, and not only as has been done in various studies, when considering the 

effect of life imprisonment on the life and health of the prisoner (Criminal Appeal 399/89). A central verdict in this 

matter is the verdict concerning Ami Popper: we all remember the words of Justice Heshin in this case, where he 

referred to the sources of Jewish tradition and said, “A man, every man, is a world of its own. A man, any man, is 

singular, sole, and unique. No man is like any other man. Whoever has been will not be again; whoever has gone 

will not return. Maimonides teaches us about the unique quality of man. Man was created singular in the world to 

teach you that whoever destroys one soul in the world is considered as if he had destroyed an entire world. And 

whoever saves one soul in the world is considered as if he had saved an entire world. Now, all those who come into 

the world are created in the form of the first man, though the face of none of them looks like another’s face. And so 

each one has the right to say, ‘For me the world was created.’ Therefore life imprisonment for the crime of murder 

is punishment for the departure of a soul. From a conceptual point of view (which is the natural course) life 

sentences cannot be consecutive; yet it seems that we cannot express the depth of our horror at the act of a mass 

murderer unless we impose upon him consecutive life sentences.” This court, in case 40056/98 in the matter of 

Mu’ad Sa’id, adopted the Supreme Court’s stance as I have stated it. The Military Prosecution requests that this 

court apply this standard unequivocally and accept the Prosecution’s request. As for the defendant himself, I can 

only hope that perhaps, some day, when he closes his eyes he will try to think about those 15 people whose death 

he caused. I hope that he will be able to imagine to himself the faces of those people who are no longer among the 

living because of what he did. 

Defense counsel’s summary: I have little to say, unlike my colleague, and I assume that the defendant will want to 

say some final words before the verdict is handed down. I will dwell upon one point only, which is that I ask the 

Court not to grant my colleague’s entire request, concerning 15 life sentences. One defendant cannot serve more 

than a single life sentence. As arises from the indictment, the case concerns a single incident, and therefore it 

seems to me that a single life sentence would be sufficient. 

 

Final words of the defendant: Thank God. I regret that I did not kill even more people than I did kill. 
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 Military Court in Beit El 

 

 Record of Session Proceedings 
 

Appearing Before Presiding Judge: Lt. Col. Shlomi Kochav 

Judge: Lt. Col. Netanel Beniso 

Judge: Captain Amir Dahan 

 

Defendant: Bilal Yaqub Ahmed Barghouti, bearer of Israel ID no. 902826262/Prison Service 

 

 Sentence 

 

On August 9, 2001, a suicide bomber entered the Sbarro restaurant in Jerusalem and detonated an explosive device 

that he carried inside a guitar case. As a result of the explosion, 15 civilians were killed, men, women, and 

children, among them 5 members of one family, the Schijveschuurder Family, and another 127 people were 

wounded. This gruesome act was the outcome of meticulous planning, the brainchild of the defendant and his 

accomplices, who include Muhammad Daghlas. From July onwards, the plan was being formed to send a suicide 

bomber to a crowded location in Jerusalem. When the person that was willing to undertake this monstrous mission 

was found, he was trained and prepared by the defendant until he was sent on his way. 

 

As a consequence of his actions, the defendant was convicted, upon his admission, on 15 counts of intentional cause 

of death, according to Section 51(a) of the Security Instructions Act, with an additional count of attempt to 

intentionally cause death. 

 

It turns out that this act constituted the defendant’s “crowning achievement.” It was not his only deed; let us point 

out that the defendant was a member of al-Kutla al-Islamiya from 1997 onward, and joined the military branch of 

Hamas with the purpose of carrying out attacks. Beginning late in 2000, within this framework, he rendered a 

number of services for this illegal organization: among other things he recruited Muhammad Daghlas (whom we 

sentenced today), kept explosives, and held a pistol. In addition, the defendant was an accomplice in the execution 

of two other, severe attacks. In July 2001, the defendant took part in placing an explosive device, hidden in a beer 

can, in a Co-op supermarket in Jerusalem, which miraculously only caused property damage when it exploded. In 

March of the same year the defendant brought together a military operative of the Hamas organization and a 

[college] student who had expressed his willingness to carry out a suicide attack. When, in the end, the said student 

blew himself up on March 27, 2002, next to an “Egged” bus of Route 6 at the French Hill Junction, 30 people were 

wounded in this attack. 

 

The Military Prosecution has requested that the defendant be sentenced to 15 consecutive life imprisonment 

sentences for the murder of 15 citizens, as well as a suitable sentence for the additional crimes for which the 

defendant has been convicted. The Prosecutor emphasized the supreme value of the sanctity of life, both in Jewish 

tradition and in the precedents set by the Supreme Court of the State of Israel. In his view, from this principle is 

derived a further principle according to which the Court must impose consecutive life sentences for each individual 

life taken away. 

 

The Defense Counsel, for his part, has requested that a single life sentence be considered adequate. 
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The defendant, in his final words, stated that he regrets  not having been able to cause the death of many others. 

 

These final words of the defendant reveal, without doubt, his cruel and ruthless character. With his deeds and 

words, the defendant excluded himself from human society, and the prosecution acted mercifully towards him, by 

not demanding that we treat him similarly, measure for measure. 

 

We wish to devote a few words to the victims of the defendant’s actions. There is no doubt that we are unable, 

within the limitations of this sentencing, to produce anything corresponding to the horrible suffering that was 

inflicted, not only on the victims themselves but also to their families and those close to them. Reading the list of 

victims, who came from all sectors of Israeli society, we can only say that indeed, taking one life destroys a whole 

world. 

We, being an earthly court, have no power to give the victims back their lives or to take back from the wounded 

their suffering. We also lack the power to punish fittingly the man who defiled his [Divine] image and brought 

upon these people such awful suffering. All that we have the power to do, when confronted by this horror, is to 

order the removal of the defendant from human society, again and yet again, up to fifteen times. Then let the Court 

of Heaven come and execute justice upon the defendant. 

 

In view of the above, we have reached the opinion that it would be impossible to express properly our deep 

revulsion from the defendant’s actions, unless we impose upon him a punishment that also has a touch of eternity 

and finality, a minuscule sample of the suffering and cruel destiny that the victims and their families were doomed 

to bear, as a result of the defendant’s actions. 

 

We also see fit to consider briefly the legal issue raised by the prosecutor, concerning the infliction of multiple 

consecutive life terms for a single act. Para. 186 of the Israeli Criminal Law Order provides that a court must 

refrain from imposing more than one punishment for a single act. It would thus be possible to argue that, since the 

defendant with his long arm caused the death of his victims in a single act, his punishment for the relevant charges 

would be subsumed within a single life sentence, which is what the Defense Counsel requests. We cannot accept 

this argument. First, no instruction similar to this one, which exists in Israeli law, was included in the Security 

Orders [for the Territories]. Second, and this is in accordance with the most basic command of one’s conscience, 

the Courts have determined time after time that: 

“Our fundamental outlook regarding the value of human life should find an expression even when 

different and separate acts of murder are under discussion… separate acts of harming human life 

should also find an expression in punishments that are consecutive.” 

 Criminal Appeal 399/99, State of Israel vs. Zalum, verdict 46(2) 187, 193. 

 

It is also proper to quote the words of Judge Dorner regarding Popper. 

“When discussing an act of violence, each of the injured parties has his own independent interest in 

his bodily integrity. Harm done to someone’s bodily integrity is not harm done to someone else’s 

bodily integrity. Even if from a ‘technical’ point of view the subject is a single sequence of acts that 

caused a number of victims, it should be considered as [a number of] separate harmful acts. This 

conclusion is necessary also from a moral point of view, which recognizes the sanctity of human life 

as a basic value. The value of human life, and our deep revulsion at deeds which impinge upon it, 

must find explicit, individual expression also within the framework of sentencing, both as to the 

number of penalties that are imposed upon the defendant and as well as the matter of their 

accumulation.” 

 Criminal Appeal 1742/91, Ami Popper vs. State of Israel, verdict 51(5) 289, 303. 
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In conclusion, we have not done justice for the murdered and the wounded, but we will render what judgment we 

can. We hereby sentence the defendant, unanimously, to: 

 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Frieda Mendelsohn, 62. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Tamara Shimashvili-Messengisser, 8. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Lily Shimashvili-Messengisser, 39. A mother and her daughter. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Tehila Maoz, 20. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Michal Raziel, 15. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Malka Roth, 15. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Yocheved Shushan, 10. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Mordechai Schijveschuurder, 44. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Tzira Schijveschuurder, 41. 

Three terms of life imprisonment for causing the deaths of the siblings: Ra’aya Schijveschuurder, 14; Avraham 

Yitzhak Schijveschuurder, 4; and Hemda Schijveschuurder, 2. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Judith Lillian Greenbaum, 31. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Giora Balash, 69. 

Life imprisonment for causing the death of Tzvi Golombek, 26. 

 

In addition, we sentence the defendant to 35 years of imprisonment as punishment for the additional crimes of 

which he has been convicted. 

 

All sentences to be served consecutively. 

 

Before signing this sentence, two of the judges have seen fit to add that if the time and place should arrive when 

the proper authorities may consider freeing the defendant, let his deeds then be mentioned, let our sentence stand 

before them and let our voice be heard against using their authority to free him. The third judge holds that the court 

has already said its word by imposing 15 consecutive life sentences and more, thus ending the subject. 

 

Right to appeal within 30 days from today. 

Handed down and published today, January 16, 2003, in open court and in the presence of the parties. 

 

[signature]   [signature]     [signature] 

 Judge    Presiding Judge    Judge 
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